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Hi-Point Model
4095 Carbine

SHOOTING RESULTS (50 YDS.)
.40 S&W
Cartridge

A stamped-steel, Weaver-style rail can be attached to the top of
the Hi-Point’s receiver in lieu of the rear sight base. This allows the
attachment of an optional red-dot reflex sight or a 4X scope.

Vel. @ 15’ Energy		 Group Size In Inches
(f.p.s.) (ft.-lbs.) Smallest Largest Average

CCI Blazer No. F04D5 1244 Avg. 566
165-gr. TMJ
15 Sd

1.28

1.83

1.56

Black Hills
155-gr. JHP

1282 Avg. 565
20 Sd

1.35

2.23

1.72

Winchester No. Q4238 1023 Avg. 418
180-gr. FMJ
17 Sd

1.24

2.08

1.67

Average Extreme Spread: 					

1.65

Measured average velocity for 10 rounds from a 17 ⁄2” barrel. Range temperature: 66° F. Humidity: 70%. Accuracy for
five consecutive, five-shot groups at 50 yds. from a sandbag.
Abbreviations: JHP (jacketed hollow point), FMJ (full metal
jacket), TMJ (total metal jacket), Sd (standard deviation).
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HI-POINT 4095

I

n the past few years,
Hi-Point has established itself as a maker
of firearms with a focus on
economy. Perhaps the best
value to be found among
Hi-Point’s many bargainpriced guns is its semiautomatic carbine. When it
comes to buying plinkers,
even those chambered for
center-fire calibers, gun
owners have been generally reluctant to part with
much money.
With that in mind, HiPoint’s carbines ares available in two models, both of
which cost about $200. The
995 is chambered in
9 mm Luger, and the 4095
is chambered in .40 S&W.
Hi-Point recently sent us
one of the latter for review.

The 9 mm Luger and .40
S&W produce relatively
low muzzle energy, so they
are ideal for the simple
direct blowback system of
operation used in the HiPoint carbine. The receiver
and bolt are both made
from white metal, but the
firing pin, ejector extractor
and, of course, the 171⁄2”
barrel are steel.
The operating mechanism is protected by a
two-piece shroud; the rear
half covers the receiver
while the front half tops
the barrel. Two hex-head
cross bolts hold all of the
major sub-assemblies
together, including the
receiver, with the attached
bolt and stock. The stock
is a hollow, synthetic, two-

The American Rifleman has used the phrase “Dope Bag” at least since
1921, when Col. Townsend Whelen first titled his column with it. Even then,
it had been in use for years, referring to a sack used by target shooters
to hold ammunition and accessories on the firing line. “Sight dope” also
was a traditional marksman’s term for sight adjustment information, while
judging wind speed and direction was called “doping the wind.”
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piece assembly that is split
vertically. Internally, each
half is supported by seven
vertical ribs, and the two
pieces are joined by eight
externally visible Allenhead machine screws. The
wrist of the stock drops
steeply away from the top
of the receiver so the top
of the comb is directly in
line with the bore and the
pistol grip—enhanced with
thumb shelves and subtle
finger grooves—which
also serves as the magazine well.
The gun is fed from a
single-column box magazine with a capacity of 10
rounds. Index holes running down the right side of
the steel magazine body
reveal how many rounds

MANUFACTURER: Hi-Point
Firearms, 8611-A N.
Dixie Drive, Dayton, OH
45414; (877) 425-4867;
www.hi-pointfirearms.com
CALIBER: 9mm Luger,
.40 S&W (tested)
ACTION TYPE: blowbackoperated, center-fire
semi-automatic rifle
RECEIVER: white metal
BARREL: 171⁄2”carbon steel
RIFLING: six-groove, 1:15”
RH twist
MAGAZINE: 10-round
detachable box
SIGHTS: front post adjustable for elevation, rear
aperture adjustable for
windage and elevation
TRIGGER: single-stage,
4 lbs., 8 ozs.
STOCK: length of pull, 141⁄2”;
drop at heel,11⁄2”; drop
at comb, 21⁄2”
OVERALL LENGTH: 321⁄2”
WEIGHT: 6 lbs., 2 ozs.
ACCESSORIES: two
magazines, sling,
trigger lock
SUGGESTED RETAIL
PRICE: $225

WARNING: Technical data and information contained herein are intended to provide information
based on the limited experience of individuals under specific conditions and circumstances. They
do not detail the comprehensive training procedures, techniques and safety precautions absolutely
necessary to properly carry on similar activity. Read the notice and disclaimer on the contents page.
Always consult comprehensive reference manuals and bulletins for details of proper training requirements, procedures, techniques and safety precautions before attempting any similar activity.

The Hi-Point 4095 carbine comes with two detachable 10-round magazines (above). Given the gun’s
low price, we really did not expect much in terms
of fit and finish, but our only significant complaint
was that the rear sight (above r.) was canted several degrees to the left.
remain. A large synthetic
bumper pad protects the
assembly. Additionally,
the bumper pad extends
beyond the bottom of the
pistol grip when seated
in the magazine well, thus
easing magazine removal
and insertion by providing
the user with a large gripping surface.
The magazine release
button is on the left side of
the pistol grip just behind
the trigger guard. Just
behind it on the left receiver wall is a two-position
safety lever. Sweeping the
lever upward engages the
safety and pulling downward disconnects it, as
with an M1911 pistol. Both
controls are within easy
reach of the firer’s thumb.
Although the follower
will hold the bolt to the
rear when the magazine is

empty, there is no separate
bolt release lever or button, so the bolt handle must
always be released to load
the first round from the
magazine. However, the
bolt handle is surrounded
by a cylindrical shroud that
can be pushed into a circular cut-out to keep the bolt
open for inspection and
maintenance.
Four Allen head screws
secure the rear sight base
to the top of the receiver.
Made of a black synthetic
material, the rear sight
itself consists of a large
aperture screw- adjustable
for windage and elevation.
White index marks indicate the amount of deviation from mechanical zero.
Skeletonized stamped
steel ears provide some
protection to the rear sight
assembly.

groups averaging about
11⁄2” at 50 yds., despite the
sample gun’s mushy trigger. Additionally, there
were no failures to feed,
fire or eject with any of the
ammunition tested.
Long-limbed shooters found the gun quick
to shoulder, but those of
shorter stature thought
the 4095’s 141⁄2” length
of pull was a little longer
than ideal. Left-handed
shooters wisely demurred
when offered a chance
to try the 4095, since the
gun’s ejection port would
The 4095’s front sight
be right in front of their
is secured by a hex-head
noses.
screw that fits into a vertiOne word of warning to
cal slot in the front sight
those of our readers who
base, which is clamped to
cannot leave a dirty gun
the barrel about an inch
alone. Most of the internal
parts of the Hi-Point carbehind the muzzle. The
bines, such as the trigger
vertical slot provides some
assembly, are not staked
vertical adjustment, but the
in or otherwise captured,
wide front sight post is othso they are prone to fallerwise fixed.The curved
ing out after the receiver is
trigger blade is polymer,
separated from the stock.
and it proved to be mushy
Needless to say, even rouboth in its take-up and its
tine disassembly for clean41⁄2-lb. break.
ing proved to be a pop
For accuracy and
quiz in abstract reasoning
velocity testing of the
and gun mechanics.
Hi-Point 4095 carbine we
The Hi-Point 4095 carchose a variety of defenbine is not a gun with a lot
sive and practice loads
of ambition. It does what it
from Federal, Winchester
says it does and little more.
and Black Hills. Bullet
That said, if you are looking
weights varied from 155
for an economical no-nonto 180 grs. Results are
sense plinker, there is no
shown in the accompanysense in buying more gun
ing table. The 4095 proved
than you need.
to be rather accurate, with
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LP Anschutz
Basic Air Pistol

ANSCHUTZ LP BASIC

L

ong known for
its world-class
target and
sporting firearms, Anschutz
also offers the .177-cal. LP
series of compressed-air
target pistols (“LP” standing for Luftpistole, German
for “air pistol”). In 2004,
the top-level LP-@Anschutz
and smaller LP-@Anschutz
Junior were joined by the
LP Basic, a no-frills pistol
intended for younger or
smaller-handed shooters,
reviewed here.
Sandbag firing tests with the LP Basic yielded 10-ring size
All the LP guns feature
groups or smaller with all pellets, such as this 0.285” group
a similar modular design,
with RWS Meisterkugeln pellets.
though the Basic is not
under (but does not touch)
forward, causing the bolt
exactly identical to its sibthe barrel.
to slide forward into the
lings, lacking their internal
To operate the LP Basic,
chamber and push the pelrecoil-reduction mechathe cocking lever on the
let into the bore. An O-ring
nism. The LP Basic features
left side of the frame is
on the bolt helps prevent
a machined aluminum
rotated upward and rearair leakage.
frame, a 71⁄4”-long, freeward, cocking the trigger
When the trigger is
floating, 12-groove butand retracting a bolt at the
pulled, a precise amount of
ton-rifled steel barrel, and
rear of the barrel, exposcompressed air is metered
ambidextrous hardwood
ing the chamber. A pelinto a port in the bottom
stocks. Propulsion is prolet is placed in a loading
of the chamber, through a
vided by a 5.9”-long, 1.2”trough in the frame, and
corresponding hole in the
diameter compressed air
the cocking lever is rotated
bolt and then into the bore.
cylinder that rests directly
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MANUFACTURER: J.G.
Anschutz GmbH &
Co. KG, Jagd- und
Sportwaffenfabrik,
Daimlerstrasse 12,
D-89079 Ulm, Germany,
www.anschutz-sport.com
IMPORTER: Neal
Johnson Gunsmithing,
Inc. (Dept. AR), 30
W. Buchanan St.,
Colorado Springs, CO
80907; (719) 632-3795;
www.nealjguns.com
CALIBER: .177
ACTION TYPE: single shot,
compressed-air,
air pistol
FRAME: machined aircraft
aluminum
BARREL: 71⁄4”
RIFLING: 12-groove,
RH twist
SIGHTS: undercut 4.5 mmwide post front, rear
notch adjustable for
windage, elevation
and fore-and-aft position; choice of 3.4 mm
and 4.0 mm notch
widths
TRIGGER: two-stage, fully
adjustable, set at 500
grams from the factory
STOCKS: ambidextrous
stippled walnut with
palm swell
OVERALL LENGTH: 133⁄4”
(with rear sight fully
extended)
WIDTH: 15⁄8”
HEIGHT: 47⁄8”
WEIGHT: 25.2 ozs.
ACCESSORIES: plastic
case, owner’s manual,
5.9” compressed air
cylinder, screwdrivers, hex wrenches,
brass refilling adapter,
Anschutz O-ring
grease, extra O-rings,
test target
SUGGESTED RETAIL
PRICE: $1,110

The internal valve mechanism, common to all three
LP guns, compensates for
pressure decreases in the
compressed air cylinder in
order to maintain consistent pellet velocity as the
cylinder is depleted.
The Basic shares the
same internal trigger
mechanism as the other
LP models. While the LP@Anschutz and Junior
feature a fully adjustable
trigger shoe, the shoe of
the Basic is adjustable
only for cant and foreand-aft position, which
is accomplished by loosening a clamping screw
on the shoe. The trigger
comes set at the 500-gram
weight used in air pistol
competition, but may be
adjusted lower.
The LP-@Anschutz and
LP-@Anschutz Junior are
both provided with two
compressed-air tubes,
while the Basic is supplied with one. Either the
Basic’s 5.9” tube or the 7.5”
tube used with the LP-@
Anschutz can be installed
on the LP Basic’s frame by
means of a threaded valve
sealed with an O-ring.
Refilling the compressed
air cylinders at a properly
equipped gun shop or dive
shop is accomplished using
a brass adapter supplied
with the gun. The fully

charged cylinder supplied
with the Basic has a capacity of approximately 100
shots, while the longer
cylinder used with the
LP-@Anschutz is capable
of firing 130 to 140 shots.
Nominal velocity with a
properly charged cylinder
is 150 meters per second
with 0.53- gram/8.1-gr.
pellets.
Sighting is by way
of a notch in a wide, flat
blade at the rear, and an
undercut post in the front.
The rear blade, angled to
reduce light reflection, has
notches in both its top and
bottom edges, allowing a
choice of 0.137” or 0.155”
(3.4 or 4 mm) notches by
simply flipping the blade.
Additionally, the rear
sight unit can be moved
fore and aft on the frame
approximately 0.75”. Each
click of the knurled elevation and windage adjustment knobs moves the
pellet impact 1.2 mm at 10
meters.
A five-port compensator attached to the muzzle
has three mounting holes
for the attachment of the
0.179” (4.5 mm) sight
post. The LP Basic can also
be fitted with Anschutz’s
adjustable front sight,
which has a three-faced
post that can be rotated
to give different widths. It

SHOOTING RESULTS (10 METERS)
.177-Cal.
Pellet

Vel. @ 15’			 Group Size In Inches
(f.p.s.)		
Smallest Largest Average

Dynamit Nobel R-10
8.2 grs.

495 Avg.		
2 Sd

0.22

0.39

0.33

Gamo Match
7.8 grs.

526 Avg.		
4 Sd

0.31

0.44

0.37

RWS Meisterkugeln
8.4 grs.

484 Avg.		
6 Sd

0.20

0.34

0.28

Average Extreme Spread 					

0.33

Measured average velocity for 10 rounds from a 7 ⁄4” barrel.
Range temperature: 72°F. Humidity: 58%. Accuracy for five
consecutive, five-shot groups at 10 meters from a sandbag
rest. Abbreviations: Sd (Standard deviation).
1

allows a Maximum sight
radius of 13.2”.
One feature that sets
the LP Basic apart from the
other LPs is its ambidextrous stippled walnut stocks,
which are proportioned for
small hands and may not
completely fill a normalor large-size palm. The
oversize, ergonomic target
stocks of the LP-@Anschutz,
which feature an adjustable
palm rest, can be installed
on the Basic. Under normal
conditions, no disassembly
of the LP Basic is required.
Maintenance involves
nothing more than swabbing the bore and greasing
the O-rings.
The LP Basic was fired
for accuracy and velocity
off sandbags at 10 meters,
using Dynamit Nobel R10,
Gamo Match, and RWS

Four small sets screws (below) adjust
trigger overtravel, first- and secondstage pull weights, and pre-travel.

The pressure gauge on each
Anschutz compressed air cylinder
(above) indicates when the cylinder
has sufficient pressure (green zone),
insufficient pressure (yellow zone) or
excessive pressure (red zone).

Meisterkugeln .177”/4.5
mm lead pellets. Results
are shown in the accompanying table. Accuracy was
sufficient to keep all pellets tested within the 11.5
mm (0.45”) 10-ring of the
International 10-meter air
pistol target. Though sandbag accuracy was good,
reported machine rest
groups are better, often
running less than 0.12”. No
malfunctions of any kind
were observed.
Precise shooting was
facilitated by the Basic’s
superb trigger—one of
the best we’ve ever experienced on a target air or
cartridge pistol—and its
nearly absolute lack of
recoil or vibration upon firing. We also liked the grip
angle—approximately 25
degrees from vertical—
and the stippled palm-filling contour of the stocks
(though, as mentioned
above, larger-handed
shooters may prefer longer
stocks). With either compressed air cylinder, the
gun had a slightly muzzleheavy balance, judged to
enhance aiming stability.
At a current list price
of $1,110, the LP Basic is
not exactly a beginner’s
air pistol, but it is ideal
for the younger or smaller
shooter seeking an air
pistol offering superb
accuracy and a number of
the refinements of a topgrade, target airgun.
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SHOOTING RESULTS (50 YDS.)

ADCO .22 LR
Conversion Unit

.22 Long Rifle
Cartridge

to feed in firing well over
1,000 rounds of ammunition. All failures occurred
with a dirty rifle.
Disassembly for cleaning or routine maintenance
was very easy. Extraction
and ejection were positive—very positive in fact.
Checking the fired, empty
cases, we found the base in
front of the rims uniformly
bulged. However, these
bulges caused no functional
problems and we experi-

enced no case failures.
Fit and finish of the VK22
can best be described as
utilitarian, but entirely in
keeping with its intended
purpose. We found the
VK22 offers both flexibility
for accessorizing an AR-15type rifle and a high “fun
factor.” The unit mounts
easily and the purchase
price is modest.
The VK22 is also flexible, as it reliably fires
.22 LR ammunition of all

Vel. @ 15’ Energy
(f.p.s.) (ft.-lbs.)

Group Size In Inches
Smallest Largest Average

Eley Tenex
40-gr. Solid

1075 Avg. 103
6 Sd

0.95

1.27

1.13

Winchester T22
40-gr. Solid

1124 Avg. 112
30 Sd

0.76

1.38

1.06

Federal 710
38-gr. HP

1243 Avg. 130
16 Sd

0.91

1.40

1.17

Average Extreme Spread:					

1.12

Measured average velocity for 10 rounds from a 16 ⁄8” barrel.
Range temperature: 82° F. Humidity: 60%. Accuracy for five
consecutive, 10-shot groups at 50 yds. from a sandbag rest.
Abbreviations: Sd (standard deviation), HP (hollow point).
3

velocity levels in both
hollow-points and solids.
The VK22 seems very

well-suited for practice,
plinking and informal target shooting.

Federal Mag-Shok
Heavyweight

C

onversion units
rods—each holding a
that turn center-fire
single-strand, captive
AR-15-type rifles
recoil spring. The guide
into .22 Long Rifle rimfires
rods also serve to hold
are enjoying a surge in
the operating rod in
popularity these days. The
position by means of an
newest one, offered by
index notch. There is a
ADCO Sales, is made by
single claw extractor on
CZ Strojirn in the Czech
the bolt face at the three
Republic. The VK22 Mk I
o’clock position, and
conversion unit consists of
a fixed pin ejector in
The VK22 conversion unit is a coma complete, 31-piece upper
the receiver reaches
plete upper receiver assembly and
receiver assembly that
through a notch cut into does not require gunsmithing.
drops into most AR-15-type
the bottom of the bolt.
lower receiver units with
No iron sights are
the VK22 conversion unit
little or no gunsmithing.
furnished with the VK22 as
on the lower receiver, then
The V22 unit employs
a Picatinny rail on the top
tap the two retaining pins
straight blowback operaof the receiver provides
into position.
tion, and the VK22 functions
ample mounting flexibility
The conversion unit
smoothly with high velocity,
for a wide variety of iron,
feeds from a full-size,
standard velocity and match
reflex and optical sights.
composite magazine block
velocity .22 LR ammunition.
For accuracy tests, we
with a 10-round, singleThe VK22 is constructed
mounted a Pentax Pioneer
column, steel magazine
of aluminum alloy with a
3-9x40 mm scope. We
in the center. The block
sprayed-on black polymer
experienced no difficulty
fits the existing magazine
finish. The VK22’s operatmounting or using sevwell in the lower receiver
ing handle is on the side,
eral red dot reflex sights,
without modification. Each
the cylindrical front handincluding the ADCO Square
VK22 comes with two such
guard is made of knurled
Shooter and PDPT Combat
magazines, and additional
aluminum and there is no
Tactical.
magazines are available at
hinged dust cover on the
Sixty seconds was the
extra cost.
receiver’s ejector opening.
time required to mount the
The VK22 is not a target
The barrel, bolt, operating
VK22 conversion unit on a
rifle, however, accuracy
handle and guide rods are
Bushmaster test rifle. The
was fully commensurate
of carbon steel with a semiprocedure is simple. Push
with many other semi-automatte, blue finish.
out the two receiver retainmatic .22 rifles we’ve fired.
The bolt travels inside
ing pins on the rifle, then
Functioning also proved
the receiver controlled by
pivot the upper receiver
very good; we experitwo polished steel guide
up and off the lower. Place
enced only four failures
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ADCO VK22
MANUFACTURER:
CZ Strojirna, s.r.o.,
Tovarni 202, CZ-38601
Strakonice, Czech
Republic, 42-383-343-001
IMPORTER: ADCO Arms
Co., Inc. (Dept. AR),
4 Draper St., Woburn,
MA 01801;
(800)
775-3687; www.adcosales.com
CALIBER: .22 Long Rifle
ACTION TYPE: blowbackoperated, semiautomatic rimfire 		
conversion unit
RECEIVER: aluminum alloy
BARREL: 163⁄8” carbon
steel
RIFLING: conventional, six
groove, 1:16” RH twist
MAGAZINE: 10-round,
single-column, detachable steel in plastic box
SIGHTS: none, integral
Picatinny rail
FINISH: black anodized
aluminum, blue steel
TRIGGER: none,
STOCKS: none, knurled
circular aluminum
front hand guard
OVERALL LENGTH: 225⁄8”
WEIGHT: 3 lbs. 8 ozs.
ACCESSORIES: one extra
10-round magazine
SUGGESTED RETAIL
PRICE: $399, extra
magazines $29, carry
handle $99

T

urkey
Mag-Shok Heavyweight uses a new
hunting
tungsten-alloy shot that is spherical
is often a
and 37 percent denser than lead.
one-shot proposition.
in the rear of the wad, and
As the wily birds typas the expanding gas from
ically give you only one
the powder charge pushes
shot, you need to make it
the wad forward, the petcount. Federal, whose parals separate, but are held
ent company builds everytogether inside the barrel.
thing from laser-guided
They spread out, again
bombs to systems for the
like a shuttlecock, after
Space Shuttle, has brought
exiting. Also, other pethigh-tech engineering and
als project forward to act
design to turkey hunting
as air brakes, slowing the
with its new Mag-Shok
wad’s movement after the
Heavyweight line of turwad and shot leave the
key loads. About all that’s
muzzle together.
the same is the outside of
What this does is retard
the shell, the primer and
the wad’s movement in line
the powder.
with the path of the shot,
To start, a new wad
allowing the shot to separate
dubbed Flight Control by
at the optimum moment,
Federal is used in all Magdelivering tighter patterns
Shok Heavyweight loads.
than conventional wads. In
In the barrel it holds the
its tests, Federal, has found
shot like a standard wad,
that, depending on the load
but acts sort of like a badand choke, patterns may be
minton shuttlecock once it
up to 20 percent tighter than
leaves. Petals are skived

regular loads with
Heavyweight shotshells.
standard wads. Also,
Mag-Shok Heavyweight
the wad protects the
loadings include 12-ga.,
barrel from the hard
31⁄2” and 12-ga., 3” No. 4s,
shot, and the shot actuNo. 5s and No. 6s. The 3”
ally stays with the wad
load we tested propelled
longer.
15⁄8 ozs. of No. 6s at 1280
While Federal is
f.p.s. This load had an averusing Flight Control
age pellet count of 364 and
wads with lead loads,
delivered more than 52
the firm has also added an
percent of them in a 24”
all-new Heavyweight shot
circle at 60 yds. At closer
material to its Mag-Shok
ranges, it was even more
loads. A tungsten-alloy
impressive. At 40 yds.,
shot, Heavyweight has a
there were 12 hits in the
density of 15. 2 grams per
head and neck area of a
cc, so it is actually 37 perBirchwood Casey Shoot-Ncent denser than lead. It’s
C turkey head target.
also uniformly round and
While some will look at
looks like traditional shot,
this new form of non-toxic
delivering the better balshot and its impressive
listics of spherical shot with
downrange performance
no tabs or feet making the
and immediately think of
shot out of round and addwaterfowling, don’t do it.
ing to its air resistance.
Heavyweight shot has not
What that extra density
yet been approved for
provides is more energy on
migratory waterfowl.
the target downrange, as
In sum, heavyweight
the heavier Heavyweight
brings a lot of technology
shot does not bleed off
and performance to turkey
velocity or energy as
hunting ammunition.
quickly as a lighter weight
Available from: Federal
lead or steel pellet. Federal
Cartridge Co. (Dept. AR),
recommends that only
900 Ehlen Drive, Anoka, MN
barrels rated for steel shot
55303-7503; (800) 322-2342;
be used with Mag-Shok
www.federalcartridge.com.
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